
INTRODUCING ENERGY CHAI TEA BLENDS
Boost your energy, brighten your mood, rock your day!
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Chai has come a long way from the sweet and spicy staple we know and love. 
Tonic & Bloom Energy Chais take that age old recipe and move it in sweet new 

directions. Sweet in a good way that is. We’ve added even more energy-rich 
ingredients to give you the balance you need, without the sugar you don’t.

Hand blended with locally sourced, organically farmed ingredients, enjoy  
Energy Chai hot or cold. Got a press? Make a pot full in your French press  

and keep it chillin’ in the fridge for instant lattes all week long!  

WHY CHAI? 
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For orders or inquiries, email sales@tonicandbloom.com



THE GOODS - WHOLESALE
Thank you for your interest in sharing Tonic & Bloom Energy Chai with your customers.  

We’re committed to your success, and are happy to work with you on free point of  
purchase promotional materials or sampling supplies. Contact us for details!

1.75 oz. eco-friendly package: 
Unit cost: $4.75 / 25+: $4.25 (MSRP $8.25-9.75)

3.5 oz. eco-friendly package: 
Unit cost: $7.75 / 25+: $7.25 (MSRP $15.75)

MORE 
PRODUCTS

DIY Chai reusable gift set 
Contains everything you need to make 8 

servings of chai, creatively packaged in a sturdy 
glass and metal cup; straw-top optional

$9 (MSRP: $18.75)

DIY minis 
Energy Chai Blends paired with 
a tea ball in a package perfect 

for gifting

$7.50 (MSRP: $14.75)

Year after year, author and wellness coach Elizabeth Borelli encountered the same question: “What is the single biggest 
thing I can do to improve my diet and energy levels?” Her answer was always the same: rethink your drink! 

Elizabeth found that her clients were unknowingly racking up empty calories in the form of healthy sounding juices and 
energy drinks, most of which are loaded with caffeine and sugar. She found she was always on the lookout for low-sugar, 

highly nutritious and most importantly, great-tasting alternatives. Finally, she decided to create her own!
Tonic & Bloom’s new Energy Chais are hand-blended in Portland, Oregon using  

energizing botanical ingredients, no added sugar and chemicals.
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About

We’ve given a rich, spicy treat an extra 
health boost with this incredible energy 
tea blend! Although it’s been recently 
recognized as a powerful new superfood, 
reishi mushroom (Ganoderma lucidum) is an 
edible medicinal mushroom that has been 
recognized for its healing properties for 
thousands of years. Also known as Ling Zhi 
in Chinese, reishis strong anti-inflammatory 
properties are attributed to longevity, better 
immune function and mental clarity.

Health benefits: mental clarity,  
overall immunity, healthy digestion

This invigorating blend contains 
ashwagandha, an herb which provides 
neuroprotection, anticancer effects, 
enhanced virility, and can even stave 
off anxiety, plus a dash of espresso for 
energy uplift without the jitters. Perfect 
for an afternoon pick-me-up which 
won’t keep you awake all night long.

Health benefits: energy uplift, mood 
uplift, healthy digestion

This velvety treat is rich in cacao, an 
ingredient loaded with antioxidants 
and magnesium. Cacao is the raw (and 
healthy) form of chocolate known to 
contribute to cardiovascular health. It 
contains the molecule PEA, which is 
shown to improve mood; probably why 
we love chocolate so much!

Health benefits: mood uplift, 
antioxidants, cardiovascular health

ALL PRODUCTS: 150 opening order min. / 75 reorder min. / Orders ship within 24 business hours, USPS Priority (2-3 day)

For orders or inquiries, email sales@tonicandbloom.com


